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LONDON LOOP

Section 1 of 24
Erith to Old Bexley

Section start: Erith station

Nearest station to start: Erith (rail)

Section finish: Bexley High Street

Nearest station to finish: Bexley (rail)

Section distance: 8.6 miles plus 0.1 miles of station links

Total = 8.7 miles (14.0 km)

Introduction
This first section starts at Erith station and heads initially eastwards along the 

banks of the Thames and then south and south west to finish close to Bexley 

station in the village of Old Bexley. The route offers easy walking alongside the 

rivers on raised banks or riverside paths, on open ground through Hall Place 

then, after crossing the A2, it continues through Churchfield Wood before 

emerging at Bexley. 

Paths are mainly level but with a few short climbs. Along the rivers they can 

become muddy or even waterlogged at times.

There are cafés and pubs in Erith, Crayford and Bexley and you can picnic at 

Waterside Gardens in Crayford and at Hall Place. There is a café and toilets at 

the Morrisons supermarket close to the beginning of the walk and also a toilet 

at Waterside Gardens.

It is possible to shorten the walk by taking the link to Slade Green station after 

about 4 miles and by bus or train from Crayford after 6.2 miles.

It should be noted that there is no route alternative to climbing the 37 steps up 

to the A2 beyond Hall Place (after approx 7 miles).
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Points of interest in the walk guidance
Thames Path (page 4)

The Thames Path is a National Trail, opened in 1996, which follows the river 

from its source in Gloucestershire with its original end at the Thames Barrier. A 

newly opened section of the England Coast Path now extends the route via 

Woolwich, Erith and Gravesend all the way to the sea at Grain.

The ‘real’ Robinson Crusoe (page 4)

The direction sign was erected to commemorate the 300th anniversary in 2011 

of Alexander Selkirk’s first port of call in England on his return from his historic 

spell as a castaway on an uninhabited island in the South Pacific. The sign 

gives the distances to the Juan Fernandez islands and to his home town in 

Scotland. The adventures of Alexander Selkirk inspired Daniel Defoe’s story.

Crayford Marshes (page 5)

Crayford Marshes is an area of grazing marsh supporting rare plants and 

animals and a range of breeding birds. It is designated as an SSSI (Site of 

Special Scientific Interest) The area to the left between the path and the river is 

known as the Erith Saltings being the last remaining fragment of salt marshes 

on London's inner Thames.

Queen Elizabeth II Bridge (page 5)

The Queen Elizabeth II Bridge was opened in 1991 as a link on the M25 

motorway.

The Bear and Ragged Staff (page 7)

The 'Bear and Ragged Staff' was part of the crest of the Earl of Warwick - one 

of the most prestigious titles in the peerages of the United Kingdom. A pub on 

this site (originally The Bear) dates back to the early nineteenth century.

Decorated lamp standards (page 8)

The lamp standards originally stood outside the Princesses Theatre when it 

opened in 1921. The theatre was a cinema for the last five years of its life 

before closing in 1956. At that point the lamp standards were rescued by the 

Braddon family who ran an engineering business next to the theatre. They 

moved the lamp standards to their garage on Bourne Road.

Hall Place (page 9)

Hall Place is a fine Tudor mansion built in the reign of Henry VIII for the Lord 

Mayor of London. It has a magnificent panelled Great Hall with minstrels gallery 

and the buildings are surrounded by award winning gardens including a 

stunning topiary lawn and herbaceous borders.
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Walking directions
Leave Erith station and follow the station access road going left under the road 

bridge then taking a right turn at the small cobbled roundabout. Pass Bexley 

College buildings on your right and Tramway House on your left before 

reaching the High Street with Riverside Gardens in front of you. Cross over into 

the gardens. For the route alongside the Thames, and then the Dartford and 

Crayford Creeks, the Loop follows the Thames Path, now part of the England 

Coast Path.

Follow the path through the gardens. If you go up the steps to the viewing 

platform you can get the first glimpse of the river estuary at this point. Facing 

towards Erith High Street just before the end of the gardens is a large Loop 

information board headed Erith Riverside with map and details of Section 1. 

Not far from the Loop information board, look out for a directional sign on the 

High Street frontage commemorating the return of the ‘real’ Robinson Crusoe.

Continue along the High Street and turn left down a path towards the river 

between the Cross Keys pub and the Playhouse. This leads down some steps 

to a promenade beside the river with houses on your right and the pier to your 

left. 

Alternative route

To avoid the steps keep on past the Playhouse, turning left at the road junction. 

Carry on down Wharfside Close to rejoin the path further along the riverside 

walk. 

Beyond this promenade and after a building named Erith Deep Wharf, the path 

continues along the riverside with a large Morrisons supermarket and car 

parking area to the right. Bear right at the end of this promenade and walk up 

the road with the supermarket to your right and cross over Wheatley Terrace 

Road. Go through the line of bollards in front, carry on up Appold Street towards 

the junction with Manor Road. Here turn left past what was the Royal Albert pub 

on the corner (now a convenience store). 

Keep going along Manor Road (for about half a mile) on the roadside pavement 

through the heavily industrialised area. After the main road goes to the right at a 

roundabout, continue straight ahead. Shortly after the roundabout turn left down 

the signed tarmac public footpath leading back towards the river. Turn sharp 

right at the bottom. Then, where the lane turns left to the Erith Yacht Club 

continue straight ahead through the barriers onto a raised bank. There are 

signs for the Loop, Thames Path, England Coast Path and a cycle route.
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From here the route is shared with cyclists on National Cycle Network (NCN) 

route 1 all the way until it reaches Thames Road past Crayford Creek. The 

raised bank allows views across the Crayford Marshes and river to the left and 

the grazing land and scrub to the right and is a haven for birdwatchers. 

Carry on along this track following the bends of the River Thames eventually 

passing estates of scrap merchants and metal recycling depots and with the 

striking Queen Elizabeth II Bridge ahead. 

When you reach the River Darent mouth the path turns right inland leading to 

the Dartford Creek Barrier. Here the Loop path joins the Cray Riverway walk. 

There are also signs for 'HW 1066’ - another long distance footpath which 

follows the route of King Harold from London to the site of the Battle of 

Hastings.

Cross the barrier access road and continue along the winding river bank path. 

About three quarters of a mile past the Barrier the route continues to follow the 

path on the embankment by the Darent as it curves to the left. 

Break point

If you wish to end here take the right hand path leading to Slade Green station. 
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Otherwise keep on along the river bank path which becomes quite narrow in 

places - remembering this is shared with cyclists. Volunteers from Sustrans 

help to maintain this section of the path.

The River Cray feeds into the Darent along this stretch and so the Loop curves 

right to follow Crayford Creek. At the end of the path go through the barrier 

turning right at the metal fence then immediately left along the fenced path 

beside the road. Go under the railway bridge, carrying straight on past the fork 

to the left and on to reach the busy Thames Road.

Turn left. The Thames Path and England Coast Path continue along this side of 

Thames Road. The Loop uses the pedestrian crossing to cross the road then 

turn left to reach a roundabout. Go round to another crossing over Crayford 

Way, cross here and turn left following the pavement as it curves round to the 

right passing the small green space on your right hand side. After crossing over 

the River Cray turn right down the riverside path with the river on your right. 

This is Byway 105 and there is an information board for Thames Road Wetland. 

This is where you leave NCN route 1.

Keep walking along this path with the river on the right. Pass a development 

site on the other side of the river just before coming out to Maiden Lane. Turn 

right along Maiden Lane and cross the bridge over the Cray taking the first left 

along Barnes Cray Road. Where the road curves to the right follow the track off 

to the left just past the row of garages and back onto the riverside path. 

Follow this track along the back of the houses with the river on your left, 

ignoring side paths to the right. You come to a fork in the path and take the 

tarmac path on the left close to the river. Go through two kissing gates before 

coming out onto Crayford Way again. 

Break point

If you wish to finish the walk at this point, there is a bus stop across the road to 

the right where the 428 bus can take you back to Erith.

Going left here, cross the road with Waterside Gardens ahead of you. Walk 

through the gardens with the river on your right. There is café and toilet in the 

gardens.

Break point

If you wish to finish the walk here there is a number of bus options and Crayford 

station is also reached by turning left down Crayford Road past the old Town 

Hall and then right into Station Road.
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To continue on the main route from Waterside Gardens, you need to negotiate 

the one way traffic system. However at this point you have the option of 

avoiding the road walking on the main route west of Crayford by taking an 

alternative route described on page 7. 

On the main route, exit the gardens onto Crayford High Street, cross at the 

pedestrian lights to be in the centre of the one way road system. The Bear and 

Ragged Staff pub is then on the opposite side of the road to your right.

Carry straight on with the river, Tannery Gardens and the large Aldi 

supermarket to your left. Cross over at the next pedestrian crossing bearing 

right to emerge onto the left hand side of London Road. 

Carry on along the pavement of London Road forking left when it reaches the 

junction with Bourne Road. Keep on the left hand side of Bourne Road passing 

the motor showrooms on your left.
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You come to two decorated lamp standards at the front of the forecourt. 

Immediately after the second post, turn left through the kissing gate and walk 

down the left hand edge of the playing fields. 

At the bottom follow the path through the trees (Loop post and disc) to meet the 

river. Turn right and follow the river bank. The path by the river can be very 

overgrown. If so, walk parallel to the river on the playing field side of the trees.

Alternative route (to minimise road walking)

On leaving Waterside Gardens turn left along Crayford Road for 160 yards to 

cross at the junction with Roman Way. Continue in the same direction along 

Crayford Road to turn right after 80 yards along a footpath towards the library 

and the Sainsbury’s supermarket. Turn left immediately before the library and 

continue past the statue commemorating the former Vickers engineering works. 

You shortly reach the lane leading to Crayford station. Turn right here to pass 

the station on your left. Continue with the railway to your left as the lane 

becomes a path. Pass through a gate to enter an area of attractively rural 

scrubland. After 300 yards pass through another gate and immediately turn 

right. You are now walking over grassland towards the River Cray. On reaching 

the river, turn left to continue for 240 yards to find a bridge over the Cray to your 

right. This is the ‘first bridge’ mentioned in the first paragraph on the next page. 

Cross the bridge and turn left to rejoin the London Loop's main route.
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Go past the first bridge and carry on to the second small bridge on your left, 

crossing over this and turning briefly to the left before turning right to follow the 

hedge line leading in the direction of the railway line beyond. (If you wish to visit 

Hall Place turn right before crossing the bridge.)

There is an original Hall Place Loop information board just after you turn right at 

the hedge corner. 

Cross the footbridge over the little creek which is usually dry. Then turn right 

following the hedge round as you approach the railway line. Walking parallel to 

the railway line go towards the bridge which carries the A2 Rochester Way over 

the railway. Go through the kissing gate and up the ramp and the steps to 

emerge onto the pavement alongside the busy road.

Turn left crossing over the railway, then immediately after the bridge go left 

through the kissing gate and down the path. 

At the bottom of the short slope take a very sharp left, turning almost back on 

yourself, onto a path coming close to the railway line which takes you under the 

A2. Once beyond the bridge, take the right hand path at the fork. Follow the 

path parallel to the road which is at a higher level to the left. This leads slightly 

up a slope to reach a stile on the right into Churchfield Wood. Cross this and 

head off right down the path along the edge of the woods as waymarked. 

Keep on along this path for about half a mile until it eventually curves left uphill 

to meet a junction with a tarmac path. Turn right and follow this path passing 

the cemetery and gravestones on the right, keeping straight on until it emerges 

onto the road (Manor Road) with St Mary the Virgin church opposite. There is 

an iron Footpath 130 signpost here.

Alternative route

The cemetery is maintained as a nature reserve. A pleasant alternative to the 

main route is to walk through it rather than beside it. Having passed through the 

cemetery, turn left into Manor Road and rejoin the main route where it emerges 

from a kissing-gate to your left just before reaching Bexley High Street..

Turn left to meet Bexley High Street and follow the pavement round to the right 

passing immediately in front of the church and its lych gate. Follow the road 

round to eventually cross over the river opposite what looks like an old mill 

building to the left. Cross the road at the zebra crossing just before the railway 

bridge. Turn right on the other side of the crossing to walk under the bridge. 
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At the parapet of the bridge there is a Loop direction sign on a post which 

points to the left leading in front of the parade of shops under the railway 

arches. This leads into a car parking area. From here you can take a small path 

by the 'pay machine' which leads out into the High Street, where you turn left.

Alternatively walk along narrow path at the far end of the car park into an alley 

which leads out into Tan Yard Lane, where you turn right out to the High Street. 

The section ends at the junction of Bexley High Street and Tan Yard Lane.

Next steps
Station Approach is just past Tan Yard Lane taking you up to Bexley Station. On 

its corner by the High Street is a Loop Section 2 engraved sign on a post. Bus 

routes can take you to Erith, Eltham or Bexleyheath and route 132 goes to 

North Greenwich underground station. 

Section 2 starts along Tan Yard Lane.
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